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ABSTRACT: This work presents a comprehensive opto-electrical simulation model in Sentaurus TCAD for perovskitesilicon tandem devices which incorporates sophisticated physical models that allow for an in-depth study of efficient
charge carrier extraction in tandem devices.
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INTRODUCTION

Perovskite-silicon tandem devices exceeded the 30%
efficiency threshold in laboratory [1] and are supposed to
be suitable for low-cost mass-production in the near future
[2, 3]. Besides the experimentally remarkable success
within the last years, the main focus of simulation work
was put into optical modelling, whereas electrical
modelling somewhat lagged behind. However, electrical
modeling could play an important role in understanding
and systematically reducing the limitations in current
tandem solar cells.
The aim of this and future work is to understand the
present limitations of recently published tandem devices
and to help overcoming the limitations by discrete guidelines which boost the tandem efficiency.
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SIMULATION MODEL

We elaborated a full opto-electrical simulation model
in Sentaurus TCAD [5] that is capable to describe state-ofthe-art perovskite-silicon tandem solar cells [4, 6]. Figure
1 shows the full layer stack of the perovskite-silicon
tandem device. The bottom cell is a silicon heterojunction
(SHJ) with textured rear side. The planar front side
features the a-Si electron contact followed by the ITO
recombination junction towards the top cell’s hole

MgF2

transport layer (HTL) which is made up of a 1-nm-thick
2PACz layer acting as self-assembled monolayer. The top
cell is featuring a triple cation perovskite absorber with a
C60/SnOx stack as electron transport layer (ETL) that is
followed by an ITO for lateral conductance towards the
silver fingers. The MgF2 layer is used to minimize the
reflection of the device.
Optical modelling is performed using raytracing in
crystalline silicon and transfer-matrix-method (TMM) for
the top and bottom cell thin-film layer stacks (including
the perovskite absorber), which was experimentally validated in a previous publication [2] for the 25.1%-efficient
perovskite-silicon tandem cell of Schulze et al. [6]. The
optical model was used to improve the tandem devices by
a proposed optical roadmap which was capable to describe
the most recently published perovskite-silicon tandem
device by Heydarian et al. [4].
The electrical model for the silicon bottom cell and
tunneling at the TCO recombination junction is used as
published in several previous publications [2, 7]. The
innovation of this paper is the extension of electrical model
of the perovskite top cell including all relevant layers
shown in Figure 1. It includes a drift-diffusion model for
the mobile anions and cations within the perovskite
absorber and allows for an in-depth study of the chargecarrier extraction at the electron and hole transport layer
(in this study: C60 and 2PACz, respectively) of the perovs-
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Figure 1: Layer stack of the perovskite-silicon tandem solar cell as published in [4].
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kite top cell.
RESULTS

3.1 Investigation of efficient charge carrier extraction
Requirements for efficient charge carrier extraction at
the top cell’s electron and hole contact layers are investigated by assessing the band diagrams of the perovskitesilicon tandem device as shown in Figure 2. Figure 2(a)
shows the band diagram at open-circuit conditions 𝑉oc .
One can see that SnOx/C60/perovskite interface at which
efficient electron extraction is required. The parameters of
the C60 and perovskite were chosen according to measurements following the publication of [8]. At the C60/perovskite interface, the high non-radiative recombination reported in literature [4, 8] is accounted for by Shockley-ReadHall recombination varying the hole recombination
ETL
velocity 𝑆0,h
(shown in gray) at this interface. One can
ETL
see that for very high 𝑆0,h
, that the internal voltage of the
Pero
perovskite top cell 𝑖𝑉oc drops significantly revealing a
passivation loss. Furthermore, the Quasi-Fermi level of the
electrons shows a significant drop towards the ETL/Pero
interface which is highlighted in Figure 2b as 𝛥𝑉oc ,
revealing further extraction losses due to the highly
recombination active ETL/Pero interface.
The hole extraction of the top cell 2PACz layer was
modelled by a 1-nm-thick layer with dipole moment of
5·1013 cm-2 which effectively changes the ITO work
function 𝑊𝐹ITO ( from around 4.8 eV to 5.4 eV according
to [9] facilitating the hole extraction. The 2PACz/ITO
junction allows for band-to-band tunneling of holes from
the 2PACz side with electrons from the ITO side which
electrically interconnects the top and bottom cell of the
tandem device. Figure 2a also shows the electron contact
of the silicon bottom cell featuring amorphous silicon (i.e.
an a-Si(i)/a-Si(n) stack). Electron tunneling at the aSi(n)/ITO barrier is accounted for in the model.
The anion and cation density within the perovskite top
cell is shown in Figure 2 in green and light blue, respecttively (see right axis). For the negatively charged anions,
a diffusion coefficient of 1·10-12 cm²/s was assumed
whereas the diffusion coefficient of the positively charged
cations is assumed to be one order of magnitude lower
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Figure 3 shows the simulated transient JV curves of
the bottom (red), top (blue) and tandem device (green) for
the reverse (i.e., 𝑉oc to 𝑗sc , solid line) (i.e., 𝑗sc to 𝑉oc , dashed
line), respectively. One can see a high current density of
about 19.6 mA/cm² of the current-matched device according to the experimental devices presented by Heydarian et
al. [4]. The hysteresis of the perovskite top cell (i.e.,
difference between reverse and forward scan) is almost
negligible which is in line with [4]. However, the potential
of more efficient charge carrier extraction can be
visualized by plotting the internal voltage curves (see
dotted lines for perovskite top cell and tandem device). At
𝑉oc , the difference 𝛥𝑉oc between the internal voltage 𝑖𝑉oc
and external voltage is shown (orange). This can be
attributed to the high SRH recombination at the ETL/Pero
interface which is currently being investigated to further
improve the electron extraction at this interface. At the
MPP the 𝛥𝑉mpp . Here, a reduction of the effective series
resistance of the device and more selective ETL and HTL
layers could further improve the charge carrier extraction
which is subject to future research.
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3.2 Influence on the JV parameters
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according to measurement reported in literature concerning triple cation perovskites [10]. In quasi-steady state
(i.e. holding the transient simulations sufficiently long) the
negatively charged anions accumulate at the ETL (shown
in green), whereas the positively charged cations accumulate at the HTL (shown in blue). This increases the
requirements on efficient charge carrier extraction since
anions and electrons (cations and holes) compete at the
ETL (HTL) interface.
Figure 2b shows the band diagram at short-circuit
conditions 𝑗sc (i.e., at zero voltage) after a 90 second long
transient sweep from 𝑉oc (Figure 2a). One can see that the
distribution of the less mobile cations barely changed with
respect to Figure 2a, whereas the mobile anions moved
further towards the ETL due to the electric field within the
perovskite absorber. The higher anion concentration at the
ETL/Pero interface and lower anion concentration at the
Pero/HTL interface raises the requirements for efficient
electron and hole extraction at the respective interfaces
which is typically visible in the forward scan from 𝑗sc to
𝑉oc (shown in the next subsection).

Depth [µm]

Figure 2: (a) Band diagram at 𝑉oc (b) at 𝑗sc . Right axis shows the density of mobile anions
and cations within the perovskite absorber.
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CONCLUSION

In this work, we presented a full opto-electrical simulation model in Sentaurus TCAD which incorporates sophisticated physical models to investigate the charge
carrier extraction in perovskite-silicon tandem cells. This
comprehensive model allows investigate the charge carrier
transport in perovskite-silicon tandem devices and to
assess the opto-electrical properties of the device including
band diagrams and the transient JV sweeps including
migration of anions and cations within the perovskite
absorber. It will be applied in future works to interpret
experimentally observed research topics and will be
further used to optimize perovskite-silicon tandem devices
for higher efficiency and stability.
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Figure 3: Simulated JV curves of top (blue), bottom (red) and tandem (green) solar cell for
reverse and forward scan as solid and dashed curves, respectively. The dotted curves show
the internal voltage curves (i.e., the current density versus the averaged Quasi-Fermi level
splitting within the respective absorber(s))
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